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The ancestor worship is a diffused religion and contains rich ethical thoughts. This 
paper takes ancestor worship and its effect as research object,launches the discussion 
from five aspects as follows:the social and theoretical sources of the ethical thoughts 
in ancestor worship,the bioethics ideology of ancestor worship,the family ethical 
thoughts of ancestor worship, political ethical thoughts,theological ethical thoughts' 
pattern. 
The traditional natural economic formation and the political structure,humanism 
tradition are the foundation of ethical thoughts in ancestor worship.In this paper we 
propose that ethical thoughts in ancestor worship riginated from the ethical ideas of 
primitive religions and ancient myths.In the development,it absorbed Chinese 
traditional ethics as Confucianism and Taoism.And confucian patriarchal ethics is an 
important part of the ethical thoughts in ancestor worship. 
Valuing life,respecting life is the outlook of ancestor worship's life value,it shows 
concretely as follows:treasuring life in sacrificial rites in the ancesters' temples, 
cherishing life in daily life,caring for life in ritual of bereaved,dealing with death as 
living in funeral.Ancestor worship search for  life transcendence by descendants' 
propagation and morality state improving. 
Ancestor worship and traditional family are closely related.Ancestors are the 
sacred power to integrate family order and safeguard integral family interests.Under it, 
those conventions as firstborn considers different,showing filial piety to 
parents,putting husband first,respecting for seniority have been assured.Beyond that, 
traditional family through respecting ancestors,helping each other,teaching household 
and punishing evil acts to strengthen internal coagulability. 
In the construction of political order,sacrificial rites in the ancesters' temples and 
ethical ideas under the ancestor worship are making an important role.Political 















rationality of political order.Furthermore,the spiritual ruling by morality that including 
in ancestors's testament becomed emperors'requirement in ethics. 
In ancestor worship,the relationship between hunman and ancestors is not 
unchangeable.This paper holds that it undergoes from fear ancestors to respect 
ancestors,and change from valuing the power of ancestors to valuing human 
affairs.Some means of communication and media between hunman and ancestors 
such as sincerity and respect,establishing body,dancing to music in sacrificial rituals 
have ethical spirits,which benefit relationship and so on. 
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